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Cleaning Method 
Such as dust and dirt appear on bathtub surface,
Cleaning and Maintenance Paste can be used.
First,squeeze the cream on the sponge to clean the oil, dirty
place etc, according to the circumstances needed a small
amount of water, meanwhile, use cotton cloth erasesewage,
pay attention to keep the product clean, and avoid longterm
stains

Polishing repair 
Such as accidentally during installation or use,
scratches on artificial stone surface problems which
affecting appearance, can be according to the following
method to renovate repair
A:Product with matt finish�
When the bath in dry condition, with sander stick on
the part of sandpaper grinding, which can be restored.
(a sandpaper suede paste in the the bottom of the
sander, grit of sand paper must be strictly in
accordance with the order from low to high. Matt
sandpaper is generally between 320-400grit)�

Surface scratches or stains when in use can occur on solid surface materials, this affects the appearance and 
requires minor surface repair.   

1.  With the Bath or Basin in a dry condition, first use the hand sander block and sandpaper provided (320-400 grit).  
2.  Apply the paste to the bath and then in a circular motion start sanding process.  
3.  To finish, use finer grit sandpaper (1500-2000 grit).  
4.  Finish off any excess with cotton cloth.

Polishing repair - Matte surface

For general cleaning use soapy water or an approved cleaner for solid surfaces.  
For a deeper periodic clean, to maintain the matte surface use the Kado Solid Surface Care Maintenance Kit .  
When dust and dirt appears on the surface that general cleaning does not fully remove, the solid surface Cleaning 
and Maintenance paste can be used.   

1.  First squeeze the cream paste on the sponge to clean affected surface, according to the circumstances you may 
     need a small amount of water.  
2.  Use cotton cloth to remove affected area where cleaning paste has been applied.
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Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the Care & Maintenance 
document is left with the end user  for future reference. 
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